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the neighbourhood of P are independent of the force and are functions only of the couple ;
(2) that the couples K, L, T are linear functions of the strains K, X, r.
These assumptions are necessary because we do not in this place enter into the theory of elasticity.
If we suppose, as usual, that the strains are so small that we may neglect all powers but the lowest which enter into the equations, the second principle is equivalent to the assumption that when K, L, T are expanded in powers of K, X, r the lowest powers in the series are the first.
52. Since the three couples K, L, T are each expressed in terms of /e, X, T by a different linear equation, it might be supposed that we shall have to deal with nine constants. But if the elastic forces form a conservative system we may reduce these to six by using the work function.
Let Wds be the work function of an element of the rod bounded by the normal sections at P, P'. Supposing the end P fixed, let one strain, say X, become X + d\ the other two remaining unaltered. Since the element of the rod has been rotated about the axis of the couple L through an angle equal to dX . ds, the work done by the couple L is Ld\ds, while that done by each of the couples K and T is zero. We therefore have dsdW=Ld\ds. Similar expressions hold when K and T are increased by dtc and dr, so that in general
Since K, L, T are linear functions of K, X, T it follows that W is a quadratic function of /c, X, T, i.e.
W = 4 (A K2 + B\* + CV2 + 2aXr 4- 26™ + 2
53. We have already seen that if we refer the strains to another set of axes the quantities K, X, T are changed by the ordinary formulae for transformation of coordinates, Art. 48. Since a homogeneous quadratic expression can always be cleared of the terms containing the products of the variables, it follows that by a proper choice of the axes of reference the expressions for TF, and therefore those for K, L, T may be reduced to the simplified forms                    W = i (A*!2 4- -BiV + C^2),

